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ELECTROMAGNETIC COIL GUN – DESIGN
AND CONSTRUCTION
ABSTRACT
A single-stage, sensor less, coil gun was designed
to demonstrate the capability to accelerate a ferromagnetic projectile
to high velocity. This paper summarize all important steps during coil gun
design, such as physical laws of the coil gun, preliminary calculations, the
testing device and final product.
The electromagnetic FEA model of the capacitor-driven inductance coil
gun was constructed to be able to optimize the coil's dimensions. The driving
circuit was implemented as dynamic model for simulation of current.
The coil gun is designed for an exhibition centre as an exhibit. It is not
designed for a really shooting applications, this means the projectile
is accelerated at relatively low speed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Electromagnetic accelerating systems are usually constructed as rail guns [3]
or coil guns [1]. The rail gun is conceptually more simple than the coil gun, but has
some inherent problems with plasma [2] during the projectile launches. That is why this
conception is not use here.
On the other hand the coil gun is much more suitable for common applications
even if it needs some additional supporting facilities [4] such as energy accumulator,
switcher and driver. Its main advantage lies in loose of almost all negative phenomena
damaging the launch device.
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Modern structures usually use single or multi-stage linear accelerator similar
to linear motor. The device typically consists of an electromagnetic coil, capacitor,
switch, barrel and movable core – projectile. The coil can be wound as a solenoid
electromagnet with a ferromagnetic projectile placed at one of its ends (starting
position).
The launching process can be divided into three phases. The situation can be
reflected in Figure 1.
In the first phase the energy needed for acceleration is stored in the capacitor [1]
C using laboratory direct current source U (switch position 1). In the following phase
the energy must be transmitted to the projectile in the shortest possible time. The FET
transistor working as a contactless switcher can be used for this purpose (switch
position 2). This will provide a high-energy coil current peak creating a strong
electromagnetic field. This field pulls the projectile inside the barrel with high
acceleration.
For the successful projectile launch the precise timing is necessary [3]. The
current pulse must be switched off before the projectile passes the half of the coil length
to prevent the projectile from becoming arrested at the centre of the electromagnet. In
the final, third stage, the projectile leaves the coil and flies on its own momentum.
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Fig. 1.
a) The principle of launching process, b) The power circuit connection (FET + diode + ejection coil)

2. MAIN COMPONENT DESIGN
2.1. The Projectile
As a projectile it was used 40mm long drilled iron cylinder with the outer
diameter of 20 mm [3]. The upper side is threaded (M5) with penetration depth
of 35 mm. This thread locks the screw with the Teflon casing (for leading string).
Thanks to this material the friction is minimized as much as possible. The lower side
of the projectile is made with similar (but Teflon less) casing as used in the top.
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Fig. 2.
a) The Projectile, b) The designed coil gun
in the exhibition centre

The volume of the projectile can be calculated as

V = ʌU 2 Y

ʌ  012 0,04 12 56  106 m3

(1)

The iron volume density is U =7800 kgm3 and thus the projectile mass is

m = ȡ9

7800  12 56  106

0,098 kg

(2)

This is valid for the projectile without drilled hole. The drilled projectile has a mass
0,0926 kg.

2.2. The Ejection Coil
The acceleration and speed characteristics of the projectile were computed. In
order to get accurate results it was necessary to take into account in all calculations both;
electrical and mechanical properties [3].
The mechanical properties are mainly defined by sizes of the muzzle of the coil gun.
The muzzle has a relatively large diameter, hence the inner air can easily flow
around the projectile and the damping air pressure is at relatively low level. Based on the
same reason the coil must be designed with the suction hole placed in the bottom part
of the coil frame.
Finally, the electrical properties are strongly defined by the coil’s resistivity and
inductivity affecting the time constant of transient respond. The inductivity changes with
the projectile position.
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Fig. 3.
a) The coil resistivity as dependence on frequency,
b) The Ejection Coil

The resistivity depends on the frequency (skin and proximity effect) [6 – 7]
of supplying current and cannot be therefore exactly computed by analytical equation.
The curve computed by FEA can be seen in the Figure 3. The magnetic force depends
on both the current and the position of the projectile with respect of the coil.

2.3. The Capacitors
The battery of fast electrolytic capacitors was used as a energy accumulator for
a projectile shoot. As the voltage is a limiting parameter for all key components,
the super-capacitor could not be utilized because of its voltage is still relatively low. Each
of used capacitor provides discharging current of maximal value 30 A. The calculated coil
gun current pulse is more than 350 A, due to this fact 10 capacitors in parallel connection
were needed. The special sandwich board was developed and constructed.
The each capacitor has a capacity of 10 mF and nominal voltage 63 V. The total
capacity is 0,1 F.

2.4. The Switching FET Transistor
The FET transistor of a nominal current of 340 A was chosen. The transistor
package includes transistor and protective diode. The shooting cadence was set on one
shot per 15-20 seconds and if the ejection pulse has duration about 15 ms there is no need
of additional cooling of the transistor. In addition, the transistor was protected (voltage
protection) by fast small capacitor.
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2.5. The Supply Sources
The coil gun has several supply sources. The whole device is supplied from the
common power grid. All sources are set up with input transformer.
Source No. 1. served for a charging the capacitor bank. The maximum voltage
of this supply source is more than 50 V. The charging current is driven by integrated
control circuit and the charging time is set to approximately 15 s.
Source No. 2 is designed for circuits of pulse shaper. The supply voltage is set
to 13,2 V to prevent under voltage protection of FET transistor driver from behaving.
Source No 3 supplied a LED bar-graph for indication of battery charging. The total
consumption when all LEDs are luminous is 1,2 A.

2.6. The Control Circuit
The coil gun was designed as an exhibit for a children of a primary school and
young students of secondary school. Due to this fact only one button was used for control.
It starts the shooting sequence as follows:
1. charging the capacitor bank
2. the voltage of the capacitor bank is indicated by two bar-graphs
3. when the voltage of the capacitor bank reaches the pre-set value,
the shaping circuit issue the order of a shoot automatically
The starting button activates the control bi-stable relay circuit charging
the capacitors. This bi-stable circuit is retroactively deactivated with shooting pulse.
For the LED bar-graph control a special circuit was designed. The integrated
circuit consist of 10 comparators where each comparator controls two elements of the bargraph. The last comparator executes the pulse for a shooting generated by a mono stable
circuit. The pulse has a length 120 ms. This time is enough for a bi-stable relay circuit
deactivation and simultaneously for a total discharging of capacitors bank.
The last, the shaper circuit is a Schmidt trigger circuit with inverted output
connected directly to the driver for the FET transistor.

2.7. The Driver of FET Transistor
The producer of this driver is YXIS company. The driver has an output current up
to 30 A. This current is a maximum current flowing to a gate of a FET transistor. This
pulse is very short and served for a charging of the gate only. Its length is independent on
the time setting of the mono stable circuit.
There are several rules about placing the driver on a printed circuit board.
As close as possible to the terminals must be located three various capacitors:
 Electrolytic capacitor with extremely large capacity 33 mF. The conductive link
(on the printed circuit) between this capacitor and driver terminals must be
thickened by real wire or thinner;
 SMD capacitor 100 nF;
 Fast tantalum capacitor 10 PF.
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Thanks to these three capacitors the voltage during the pulse does not decrease under
the threshold of under voltage protection and FET transistor switches reliably without any
oscillation.

3. THE EJECTION COIL MODEL
The electromagnetic field of the ejection coil was modelled in using FEM software.
The coil were simulated in several versions. The best results we obtained in version with 5
wire layers, 21 turns per layer. The total number of turns is 106. The wire diameter is 2,000 mm.
The coil inductivity without any ferromagnetic material is 12,5 mH. With
consideration of the ferromagnetic projectile centre of the coil, the inductivity is more than 2
times higher, i.e. 30,8 mH. This effect causes the serious problems – the coil has short time
constant at the beginning and long time constant at the moment of switching off the current.
a)

b)

Fig. 4.
a) The field of the ejection coil I = 350 A - starting position; b) The matrix of the position and
force of the ejection coil, the current is constant 350 A
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4. THE ELECTRIC CIRCUIT SIMULATION
AND MEASUREMENT
The basic electric circuit was simulated via MATLAB/SIMULINK see Figure 5.
At the first moment, the capacitor charges from the control voltage source through the
switcher (IGBTD switched off). After the charging process the switcher disconnects and
the coil gun is ready to launch. When the IGBTD switches on, the current flows from
the capacitor into the launching coil.
a)

b)

Fig. 5.
a) The diagram of connection of power circuit; b) The construction of 2-layer sandwich

In the Figure 5a the component "line" represents the parameters of supplying
cable. In Figure 5b, in the top, you can see the diode and FET transistor. In case of large
parasite inductivity the enormous current causes the overvoltage and destroys the
semiconductors. Due to this fact we have to design the “sandwich”. In addition, both
semiconductors are static sensitive device.
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In the following picture Figure 6 it can be seen the simulated and the measured
coil's voltage and current.

a)

b)

Fig. 6.
a) Measured and simulated coil's current; b) Measured and simulated coil's voltage

5. CONCLUSION
This paper has clearly shown the outline of construction of single-stage, sensor
less, coil gun lunching system. It has also been demonstrated a few problems arising from
strong coupling between electrical and mechanical properties of the coil. The findings of
our research are quite convincing, and thus the following conclusions can be drawn:
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The coil needs to be designed with respect to the varying time constant of transient
respond. This must be considered from requested acceleration and output speed of the
projectile (the current pulse must be down before the projectile passes the half of the coil
length).
The high capacitor is needed for charging the energy. This capacitor must be
implemented by special sandwich board (capacitors connected in parallel) because
of proper discharging current distribution and overvoltage stress of the power electronics
components.
Further research of the issue is still necessary to extend our knowledge about
system’s behaviour if the permanent magnet is used instead of the iron projectile.
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PISTOLET Z WYRZUTEM
ELEKTROMAGNETYCZNYM
– PROJEKT I KONSTRUKCJA

Bohumil SKALA, Vladimir KINDL
STRESZCZENIE
2SLVDQR HOHNWURPDJQHW\F]Qą Z\U]XWQLĊ SRFLVNyZ
IHUURPDJQHW\F]Q\FK :\ND]DQR ĪH NRQVWUXNFMD ] SRMHG\QF]ą FHZNą EH]
F]XMQLNyZ MHVW Z VWDQLH QDGDü SRFLVNRZL RGSRZLHGQLą HQHUJLĊ L GXĪą
SUĊGNRĞü : DUW\NXOH RSLVDQR L SU]HDQDOL]RZDQR SRV]F]HJyOQH NURNL WDNLH
MDNGREyUFHZNLLXNáDGX]DVLODQLDREOLF]HQLDZVWĊSQHXU]ąG]HQLDEDGDZF]H
RUD]EDGDQLDSURGXNWXNRĔFRZHJR
3U]HGVWDZLRQRDQDOL]Ċ0(6PRGHOXXNáDGXFHZNLZ\U]XFDMąFHMNRQGHQVDWRUD PDJD]\QXMąFHJR HQHUJLĊ L XNáDGX SU]HáąF]DQLD – zoptymalizowano
poszczególQHHOHPHQW\XNáDGX]HZ]JOĊGXQDRSW\PDOQHZ\PLDU\FHZNL
Pistolet-Z\U]XWQLĊ]DSURMHNWRZDQRLZ\NRQDQRMDNRHNVSRQDWZ\VWDZRZ\
ZNWyU\PSUĊGNRĞüQDGDZDQDSRFLVNRZLMHVWVWRVXQNRZRQLHZLHOND]QDF]QLH
PQLHMV]DQLĪZSU]\SDGNXSU]H]QDF]HQLDGRVWU]HODQLD
6áRZD NOXF]RZH SLVWROHW HOHNWURPDJQHW\F]Q\ HOHNWURQLND 0(6 VLáD
elektromagnetyczna
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